
'(,he Word" Atlantic." 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 
In an article by Dr. Le Plongeon, in SUPPLEMENT 

No. 509, there is, among several remarkable etymolo
gies, one of so wonderful a nature that it ought not to 
be passed over without comment. Dr. Le Plongeon, 
speaking of the "Lands of the West" of the Troano 
and Dresden MSS., says that they were" surrounded 
by or [werel near the water, the Atlan of the Nahuatl, 
from which the Atlantic Oceah derives its name" (!) I 
had supposed that every intelligent person who cares 
to know the meaning of words knew that Atlantic 
was, through Latin, from arAavTtxDv, the adjectival 
prefix in the Greek name of the Atlantic Ocean
'ArAavrlxov 1t'cAayo>, i. e., the sea beyond Mt. Atlas. 
Deriving the word from a North American Indian 
language is carrying a hobby too far. 

G. W. R. 

The NeW' Star. 

Tu the Editor of the ScienUjic American: 
In your SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of September 19, 1885, 

I read a communication from Mr. Wm. R. Brooks, of 
the Red House Observatory, concerning th'l new star 
in Andromeda. I have since that time been watching 
the papers, hopi.ng some"one would suggest whether 
this new star might not be the Pilgrim, which· ap
peared in the years 945, 1262, and 1572. Allowing it to 
be a variable star, with a period of 310 to 315 years,' it 
would be due again in 1885. Some years ago I read in 
H. W. Warren's" Recreations in Astronomy." the fol
lowing: 

"In November, 1572, a new star blazed out in Cas .. 
siopea. This star was visible in noonday, and was 
brighter than any other star in the heavens. In Janu
ary, 1573, it was less bright than Jupiter; in April it 
was below the second magnitude; the last of May it 
utterly disappeared. A bright star was seen near the 
place of the Pilgrim, as the star of 1573 was called, in 
1264 and 945. A star of the tenth magnitude is no'Y 
seen, brightening slowly, almost in the same place. It 
is Possible this is a variable star of a period of about 
three hundred and ten years, and will blaze out again 
about 1885." 

About the time I read Mr. Warren's book, I saw 
another notice of the Pilgrim, which traced it further 
back, to the years 630 and 320, and suggesting it might 
very possibly be the veritable Star of Bethlehem! I 
cannot lay my hand upon the author of this suggestion, 
but if it really can be traced back to 320 A.D., why 
may it not be ? 

If the present new star" doe8 blaze out brighter than 
any other star," it will be a most interesting event, es
pecially if it can be connected in any way with that 
most wonderful of all stars which shone in the East 
1885 years ago. Can you or any of your readers throw 
any further light upon the subject? 

Media, Penn., October, 1885. 
...... 

S. W. MILLER. 

American Wha]e Fishery. 

To the Editol' of the Scientifir; A m6rican : 
An article in the issue of your paper for August 8, 

1885, on the "Right Whale of the North Atlantic," 
taken from Science et Nature, represents so incorrectly 
the present condition of our whale fishery that a reply 
and correction ought, in fairness, to. be made. The 
writer, evidently, was not well informed as to matters 
on this side of the Atlantic. After referring to the 
former great extent of American whaling, he says: 

" In 1856 they still had 655 ships on the sea, but to
day the industry is almost completely abandoned for 
lack of whales. Fishing is no longer done, except by 
a few rare ships from the ports of Scotland, that go 
out to the polar sea for seal, and fish for whales inci
dentally. In the large .seas of the temperate zones, the 
South Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Indian Oc�a;Il;, . . .  
the whal'l is now so rare ..that it may almost be said 
there is none." 

Now, these are by no means fair representations. 
There are at this moment 130 American vessels engaged 
in whaling, having an aggregate tonnage of 29,424 tons. 
New Bedford alone has 82 vessels, of 20,302 tons, and 
San Francisco sends out 20, of 6,155 tons. 

Thus much for the vessels employed; but the whal
ing grounds are well worthy of notice. Twenty-two 
New Bedford whalers have spent the season this year 

"in the Arctic," that is, nOrthward and mostly east
ward of Behring's Strait; 16 have been on the South 
Pacific whaling grounds; 21 have cruised the Atlantic 
below the line, everywhere from the African coast to 
South America; while 3 have been engaged in that 
w hich is the successor of the old Greenland whaling, 
their field being Hudson's Bay. 

The San Francisco whalers have been in the Arctic, 
with a single exception. They do not seem to consider 
that" in the South Atlantic and the Pacific the whale 
is so rare that it may almost be said there is none." 
The reports from various ships in the Atlantic of this 
season, up to the latest dates, read like fhi!!: alSO sperm, 
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185 whale; 290 sperm, 10 whale; 299 sperm, 30 whale; the more tense will become the situation. Long before 
510 sperm, etc. In the Arctic it has reau � 2 whales, 2 such a time comes, however, we shal\ have some altera
whales, 4 whales, 9 whales, etc.; but it must be remem- tion. We cannot go on making millions of yards of 
bered that these reports necessarily comprise only the 

I 
cloth which no one will buy, and the weavers will 

earlier part of the season. have to turn to other pursuits. Such, however, are 
The returns for the total whaling fleet of the United not open, lor every worker will be confronted with 

States, as reported for this year, from January 1 to the fact that his productions are not required, and all 
September 15, have been 13,366 barrels sperm, 15,749 will be seeking other pursuits and not finding them. 
whale, and 242,780 pounds bone. These, at current It is therefore evident that changes must be made be
rates, are worth $1,131,000, bringing the value of the fore this state of affairs is reached. The change re
year's fishery easily up to $1,500,000. quired is lessened production. As the world now 

This is certainly far below the returns of forty years stands, it would not be practicable for us as a country 
ago, when our fleet exceeded 500 vessels, but it indicates to say we will at once reduce our productions one-half. 
a branch of industry by no means to be despised, and It would be the signal for our downfall, for the Ger
one not at all likely to die of inanition. M. J ouan's 

I 
mans and the French would at once seize the oppor.

statement of "655 ships still on the sea in 1856" is tunity to produce a great part of our relinquished half. 
another error. Even in the strongest days of the whale But the time even then would still surely arrive when 
fishery, previous to 1845, the entire number was never they also would have to restrain production; and it is 
quite 600, and that total had grown very decidedly less clear that some da.y all manufacturers will have to do 
up to 1856. this. When this time arrives, it will then be seen how 

The whales captured in,the Arctic1are the long known machinery has reduced toil. So far the employment 
right whale, commonly called by the whalers ., steeple of machinery appears to have simply tended to the 
top" and" bowhead," which, by the way, is the species production of more goods. We have used it simply as 
represented in your woodcut accompanying the article a means to assist us in doing more work, but not, as we 
quoted. It belongs only to the high northern waters, ought to have done, to enable us to do in one day the 
and is never found in our mid-Atlantic regions. Sperm work of a whole week. We have been content to work 
whales, southern right whales, humpbacks, and Cali- along at the old strain with an assistant that has 
fornia gray are the objects of chase in the lower done 98 per cent of the labor, the remaining 2 per cent 
waters. W. O. A. alone having devolved upon us; but we have put into 

the 2 per cent remnant the whole of the energy which 
The Aim and End oC Machinery. we formerly expended upon the 98 per cent, which the 

At the recent meeting of the Institution of Mechani� machine now does for us. Thoughtful minds may per
cal Engineers at Lincoln, England, a special musical haps long have foreseen what must inevitably be the 
service was held, in the cathedral, to which the mem- result of . this, to use a familiar phrase, "keeping of 
bel's were invited by the Dean and Chapter. An ad- a dog and barking ourselves." We have kept our 
dress of welcome by the Bishop, Dr. King, formed a dog with a vengeance, but we have not ceased to bark 
part of the evening's service, and in the course of his as lustily as before we possessed a whole pack of 
remarks the Reverend !>octor gave expression to hounds. 
his thoughts in a manner which showed that he had This cannot continue. We must either do away 
studied the matter from a correct standpoint. Look- with machinery, or employ it to do in one hour the 
ing at the occupation of the mechanical engineers as work that would take us a day. To dispense with ma
one involving the subjugation. of natural forces to the chinery is out of the question, and this leaves only the 
will of man, it appearf:)d to him that we were tend- other course open to us. How such a mighty revolu
ing toward a state of thipgs in which toil of a severe tion can take place we do not clearly see; we only see 
nature would be annihilated, as even already time that the question is looming up more distinctly day by 
and, distance had been annihilated by the subjuga- day and week by week. The distant rumbling of the 
tion of electricity, so that by its action'even the very storm has been heard this month in Oldham. When 
tone of the human voice could be trausmitted through the storm has passed, which it will do, though not in our 
long distances. All this, in his opinion, placed the time nor perhaps for centuries, yet it will ]eave the 
mechanical engineer in a high position �mong his fel- world better for the change. The work of the me
low men. Such was the general drift of the Bishop'S chanical engineer will have accomplished the end 
remarks. which the Bishop of Lincoln prophetically indicated. 

Let us .consider how it is that, with all the aid of It is well that the church should recoguize facts 
steam and electricity, we still toil as hard as we ever which are becoming palpable to many thoughtful men. 
did. Is it because machinery does not perform more We live in an 'era of overproduction. The only way 
work than could be performed by hand? This .cer- that we have yet been able to find to reduce the sur
tainly cannot be the case, for it is self-evident; that feit has been to find a fresh market. This we have 
machinery does work that it would be impossible to found from time to time, and in the present strait 
do otherwise. The truth is that we have gone the all eyes are turned toward Africa as a new and exten
wrong way to work. Quality has been subjected to sive outlet for goods. Open up Africa, say our mer
quantity, as one<consequence of our original error. <lhants, and it will absorb all and more than we can 

Before the.(laysof steam power, and when the loom, produce, and leave enough for our Continental rivals 
for example, was wholly driven by manual labor, one also. Granted, we exclaim, but when Africa has been 
individual worker could not possibly attend to more opened up, what next? Let Australia first be filled 
than one machine, for the coustant presence of the with people. So be it; but how when, like the United 
worker was required in order t<? keep the machine at States, they become their own producers? What must 
work. The labor was often 'Severe and protracted. next be done? Where shall we turn for a fresh mar

What did steam power do-for the weaver? It relieved ket when the whole earth is civilized throughout? 
him of his severe labor, and left him with nothing to Some nations must, of course, hold pre-eminence in cer
do but the light work of piecing broken threads, or tain pursuits, but the final result to the world at large 
refilling the shuttle and generally watching the good can be but one-a cessation from toil. We shall 
performance of the work of the machine, But it was have to do less and learn more. What we do 
very soon found that one man or woman could do will have'to be done well. What we produce will have 
more than this, and in place of tending a single ma- to carry the impress of beauty. We shall have to 
chine it became the custom for one worker to super- change many things now existing, but the change will 
inten d two machines; and as the machine improved be for the better. The force of competition will have 
in quality, and the turning of the steam engine also run its course, for it is not possible that it should last 
improved in regularity, another and another loom was forever.-Textile Manufacturer. 

added to the charge of each worker, until now it is not .... I .-

uncommon for one worker to superintend perhaps 4 to !jI�ngular EKed oC Naphtha. 
7 looms, while at the same time the rate of work of each 

R tl t th A . R bb C 'W k . . k ecen y a  e mencan u er ompany s or s, loom has progressed rapIdly; the number of pIC s, from 
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th ne 0 e gIr s su en y egan 0 aug ou y extra labor which has been employed to produce e
d t  d t I d th f' ted S 1 th steam power which has done thiH has been the pro- an ac e s range y, an en am . evera � . ers 

t· t f t· f th k f th . d '  also dropped upon the floor, and before phYSICIans por IOna e rac IOn 0 e wor 0 e engIne rIver 
. t I d fi d f th 1 t th . could be summoned more than thir y emp oyes were an reman, an 0 ,e coa car er or 0 er carner, . . . 

d th IIi N 1 1 b f th unconscIOUS or m hysterIcs, The alarm spread to the an e co er. ow, so ong as a arge num er 0 e . th rth' . h b·t t . 
1 thO h' ,h th other employes, but they were soon qUIeted by e ea s m a  I an s reqmre c 0 mg w IC ey can- . . ,  

t 'd f th 1 th b t t f aff' 
foremen m charge, and the girls most serIOusly affect-no provi � or _�mse ves, e .a ove s a  e o  aIrS 
ed were s('nt to their homes in carriages. No serious may, and WIll, contmue; but durmg the last few vears, 

It t· · t 1 
. f th U d . . .  . reAU s are an wlpa e( In any 0 e cases. n er more espeCIally we m thiA country, who have for 

taO di't· th hth d ff t ' .  cer m con IO�s, e nap a pro uces e ec s some-long had a supremacy m trade, have been confronted 
h t . 

'1 t I" h' with the fact that many of our old customers have w a SImI ar 0 aug mg gas. 

begun to make for themselves, and not only this, but • , a .• 

they also aim at making for others who still buy THE new water works at Bismarck, Dak., are esti
from us. As civilization progresses, the disproportion mated to cost $100,000, and will not be completed this 
between makers and users will become smaller still, year. The water of the Missouri is to be pumped into 
and perhaps finally disappear; and the nearer we ap- a reservoir 144 feet above the business part of the city, 
proach to tbl,l time WhtlD allliballlnake for tbenlsl,llves, which will carry it to any building. 
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